The anonymous heART project 2020
corporate sponsorship opportunity
Heart Research
UK has a fantastic
opportunity for
you to become an
official partner and
benefit from the buzz
generated by this
unique, creative and
inclusive anonymous
heART project.
For the last 2 years over 900
anonymous, one of a kind
pieces of postcard artwork
went under the hammer in an
online eBay auction. These
were created by artists and
celebrity names, including Nick
Cave, Robert Smith, Ralph
Steadman, John Wragg RA,
Paul Insect, Ashley Jackson,
Anita Klein, Zoë Wanamaker
CBE, Liza Tarbuck, Simon
Pegg, Jo Brand, David
Cameron, Alan Ayckbourn,
Julien Macdonald and
Alan Titchmarsh MBE.

The artist for each piece was
only revealed after the online
auction closed.
The project has raised
almost £100,000 for Heart
Research UK’s pioneering
medical research into the
prevention, treatment and
cure of heart disease.
Around 1 in 4 people die from
cardiovascular disease in the
UK. We know research works,
but over 7 million people living
with cardiovascular disease
need it to work faster.
Heart Research UK is the
charity dedicated to your
heart. We inspire and fund
pioneering medical research,
ground-breaking training
and education, and invest
in communities to enable
them to improve their heart
health for themselves.

heartresearch.org.uk/heartproject
Reg charity number 1044821

‘The anonymous heART
project is a truly creative
project which offers new
perspectives on the traditional
methods of accessing art
and allows everyone a unique
opportunity to bid for their
own mini masterpieces.’
Malcolm Simpson
Managing Partner at Walker Morris,
2018 anonymous heART project sponsor.

For 2020 we want to go even bigger
Sole Sponsor
Key information
9th - 18th Oct: eBay auction
15th Oct: Invite only exhibition
Our team will work with you to
create a tailored package of
benefits to meet your business
objectives and provide you with
a rewarding and enjoyable
sponsorship experience. If you
are passionate about taking on
heart disease, whilst making
art accessible to all, we will
make the ideal partner.
Campaign publicity
Your brand exposed
• included in press and media
photocall alongside Heart
Research UK ambassadors
• featured interview
in programme
• company logo included
on the event website
as headline sponsor
• social media activity,
logos and banners
• exhibitor profile in the event
guide as headline sponsor

• company logo featured
on all event signage
as headline sponsor
• company logo featured
on all event save the
dates and invitations
as headline sponsor
• social media posts
highlighting your position
as headline sponsor
to be delivered pre,
post and on the day
• press and media
activity highlighting
your involvement as
headline sponsor in all
publications and online
The anonymous heART
project 2019 reached over
6 million people through
print, online and broadcast
channels, featuring in national
publications including NME,
Country Life magazine
and the BBC website.
Advertising campaigns
with sponsor logos ran
across the country in print
and online, and the project

reached almost 10 million
people across Facebook,
LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter
and Instagram, with tweets
from celebrities including
Robert Smith and Nick Cave.
Sponsorship details
We would be delighted to
have you as our sole sponsor
to cover all the project
costs, including our online
auction and exhibition.
The package price for this
is £10,000 plus VAT. This
guarantees you exclusivity.
Exhibition and Auction
The exhibition will be hosted
at a fantastic central location
in Leeds. A private VIP view
will take place on the evening
of 15th October where guests
can live bid on any pieces.
There will be an exclusive
auction of larger pieces on the
evening. As headline sponsor
you will have the opportunity
to invite up to 100 guests.
All money raised from the sale
of the art will fund pioneering
medical research into the
prevention, treatment and
cure of heart disease.
Contact us
Isabel McKenzie
corporate@heartresearch.org.uk
0113 234 7474
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